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Over the past few months, business leaders and owners have had to 
make short-term decisions without fully understanding the long-term 
implications. Uncertainty is rife. However, our view suggests there are 
certain implications that private company leaders can plan for. And there are 
important steps they should be taking in order to ensure their people and 
their business remain healthy. 

In this edition of Privately Speaking, we share some of the key steps and 
implications that private companies should be considering in this time of 
business volatility and uncertainty. 

Strategies for resilience through COVID-19

An entirely new agenda 
As the global response to the COVID-19 pandemic 
disrupts supply chains, financial markets, and day-to-
day business activity, the private company agenda has 
suddenly shifted. Where just weeks ago, founders and 
business owners were thinking about growth, today 
they are focused on resilience measures—ensuring 
their risks are managed and their employees and 
clients are protected. 

In the midst of this unprecedented 
environment, we see many practical solutions 
coming from a host of private enterprises 
around the world as they tackle many 
challenges. Leaders are taking steps to not 
only address the immediate challenges, but 
also ensure that future risks are anticipated 
and managed on behalf of their employees, 
customers, and the business owners 
themselves.

—Conor Moore,  
National Private Markets  

Group Leader, KPMG LLP

Business sustainability and escalating concerns related 
to cash flow management and forecasting are high 
on the agenda. So, too, are topics related to business 
continuity, the optimization of working capital, supply 
chain disruption, and the risks associated with losing 
employees and customers.

Are you a CEO or business 
owner? 

Check out COVID-19: How 
CEOs can respond to the 
crisis and build a resilient 
future. Find out how to 
manage the immediate 
challenge to your business 
and address the systemic risks 
that the COVID-19 outbreak 
exposes—risks that will not 
disappear when the COVID-19  
pandemic is over. Read more

https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2020/covid-19-ceos-future.html?utm_source=privatspeaking68pdfceocovid&utm_medium=referral&mid=m-00004742&utm_campaign=c-00086038&cid=c-00086038
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2020/covid-19-ceos-future.html?utm_source=privatspeaking68pdfceocovid&utm_medium=referral&mid=m-00004742&utm_campaign=c-00086038&cid=c-00086038
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2020/covid-19-ceos-future.html?utm_source=privatspeaking68pdfceocovid&utm_medium=referral&mid=m-00004742&utm_campaign=c-00086038&cid=c-00086038
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2020/covid-19-ceos-future.html?utm_source=privatspeaking68pdfceocovid&utm_medium=referral&mid=m-00004742&utm_campaign=c-00086038&cid=c-00086038
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2020/covid-19-ceos-future.html?utm_source=privatspeaking68pdfceocovid&utm_medium=referral&mid=m-00004742&utm_campaign=c-00086038&cid=c-00086038
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Looking for more ways to 
improve resilience?
Check out Maintaining 
business resilience in the 
face of COVID-19. Learn 
the critical considerations 
organizations should assess  
to protect themselves and 
their staff as the global  
implications of COVID-19 
evolve.

Stay informed! 
In this presentation, Chief Global Economist 
at KPMG, Constance Hunter, reviews the most 
recent economic data and shares her perspective 
on the economic impacts of COVID-19 in China and 
OECD countries. Check out COVID-19 Economic 
Impacts: Beware the  
Ides of March.

Read more

The COVID-19 virus has introduced new 
opportunities and complexities across the 
tax and business landscape. It is essential 
private market companies understand these 
challenges and prepare their organizations 
to be resilient. This is not about surviving 
the initial phase of disruption; this is about 
keeping your people and business safe and 
resilient for the long term. 

—Brad Sprong,  
National Private Markets  

Group Tax Leader, KPMG LLP

Make sure your mission-critical outcomes 
are well understood from a wide-ranging 
perspective and that contingency plans are 
in place to keep them operating. In particular, 
focus on key dependencies—processes, 
locations, people, vendors, and information 
technology (IT) systems, for example—that 
you will need to keep the business operating.

—Sal Melilli,  
National Private Markets  

Group Audit Leader, KPMG LLP
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Enhanced risk management. Closely 
examine the immediate and longer-term 
financial, operational, supply chain, legal, 
and governance models; assess competitive 
risks and potential customer and employee 
retention concerns. 

Financial optimization. Conduct a detailed 
analysis of current and future working capital 
and cash-flow requirements; consider how 
to optimize available tax incentives; identify 
alternative financing sources if required. 

Customer focus. Update your customer risk 
assessments; develop strategies to enhance 
customer retention and identify new 
customer segments; consider new product 
developments or potential acquisitions that 
can help grow the customer base. 

Employee attentiveness. Develop 
strategies to enhance employee 
engagement and retention in times of 
volatility; consider flexible work policies, 
updated reward programs, and employee 
retraining; explore how to leverage 
government support programs. 

Operational efficiency. Identify 
improvements that lead to enhanced 
customer and employee experiences;  
look for opportunities to streamline or 
restructure business operations and 
introduce innovative cost controls; improve 
data collection processes to inform strategic 
decision-making. 
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Five areas of focus for business 
resilience 
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Read more

Strategies for resilience 
through COVID-19

https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2020/perspective-on-coronavirus-covid-19.html?utm_source=privatspeaking68pdfbusresilience&utm_medium=referral&mid=m-00004742&utm_campaign=c-00086040&cid=c-00086040
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2020/perspective-on-coronavirus-covid-19.html?utm_source=privatspeaking68pdfbusresilience&utm_medium=referral&mid=m-00004742&utm_campaign=c-00086040&cid=c-00086040
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2020/perspective-on-coronavirus-covid-19.html?utm_source=privatspeaking68pdfbusresilience&utm_medium=referral&mid=m-00004742&utm_campaign=c-00086040&cid=c-00086040
https://www.kpmg.us/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2020/covid-19-impact.pdf
https://www.kpmg.us/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2020/covid-19-impact.pdf
https://www.kpmg.us/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2020/covid-19-impact.pdf
https://www.kpmg.us/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2020/covid-19-impact.pdf
https://www.kpmg.us/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2020/covid-19-impact.pdf
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Supply 
chain and 
operations

Suppliers Do you know where your key suppliers are located?

Physical logistics Do you know your supply routes and contingency plans?

Contracts Do you understand your potential liabilities and legal risks?

Inventory Have you assessed your inventory cover?

Customer loyalty How will you set expectations with customers?

Business 
impact

$

Communications Do you have a communications plan?

Workforce 
availability 

Can you ensure employee safety?

IT resilience How are your third-party IT agreements impacted?

Commercial plans How will your change plans and investments be impacted?

Board governance How will your board employ remote working?

Financial 
and 
external 

$

Cash flow Have you revised cash flow, working capital management, and 
inventory forecasts?

Global trade Do you have domestic alternatives for suppliers?

Health and safety Are you reviewing public health requirements and staying informed?

Sector disruption How will you maintain trust with your customers?

Private company checklist: Are you covering all the bases? 

Strategies for resilience 
through COVID-19
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How KPMG Private Markets Group  
can help
Our professionals understand the potential consequences of 
the current global health situation for a business like yours. And 
we are drawing from our full set of capabilities across our network and 
around the world to give you the best possible advice and services in 
these uncertain times. 

From our Business Resilience and Change Management practices 
through to our M&A and Restructuring groups, KPMG Private Markets 
Group delivers a full range of services to help private organizations 
build resilience and drive long-term business health.

Privately Speaking focuses on the issues that matter most 
to privately held entities, including PE- and VC-backed 
companies. 
The Private Markets Group at KPMG understands what it takes to drive private 
company growth. In each edition of Privately Speaking, we share our insights—
along with practical and actionable tips—to help boards, executives, and 
management grow, strengthen, and transition their privately held businesses.

Starting your 
business

Strengthening 
your business

Transitioning 
your business

Growing your 
business

For more information, click here to  
visit our Privately Speaking web page. 

Don’t miss a thing
The environment for private 
companies is changing rapidly, and 
new opportunities are emerging 
every day. 

Do not let an opportunity pass you 
by. Sign up to receive the KPMG 
Privately Speaking series and 
make sure you are making the best  
decisions possible for your private 
company. 

Register here to subscribe to the 
Privately Speaking series: 

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. 
Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is 
received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act upon such information without appropriate professional advice after 
a thorough examination of the particular situation.
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